B6 s4

Stepping from a modern performance car straight into a year-old one usually results in the latter
machine feeling soggy. It rolls a lot less than I expected it to, although the trade-off is a
particularly brittle low-speed ride. The less-than-thrilling chassis is perfectly forgiveable, as the
engine is an absolute peach. Even at 10 or so years of age, the interior of this particular B7 still
looks and feels great, if a little tired around the edges. The problem lies with the seats. Once the
tensioners start to slack, you could end up with a misfire and a check engine light for your
troubles. Want to prolong the life of the chain? What a stock B7 S4 exhaust sounds like. Decent,
but I can see why aftermarket pipes are popular! There are several options. You could go for a
full system from a firm like Milltek, or for something more cost effective, a cat-back system with
a high-flow catalytic converter will give you plenty of volume and be kinder on the wallet.
Meanwhile, there are firms out there that will modify the existing pipework. Want much more
power than bhp? Otherwise, pay more attention to the suspension. You may also want to swap
the stock dampers for a new set of coilovers. While a good service record and a healthy chain
are the main things you need to be wary of, there are other things to keep in mind. Are you
tempted to go for a B7 Audi S4? Or do you own one already? Let us know in the comments!
Please confirm you agree to the use of tracking cookies as outlined in the Cookies Policy. Sign
in or register. The chassis is capable, but not thrilling. The engine dominates the driving
experience. You might be disappointed by the comfort. It's horribly expensive to change the
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Audi S4 is the high performance variant of Audi 's compact executive car A4. All subsequent
S4s since have been based on the Audi A4 ; and as the A4 has evolved from one generation to
the next, so has the S4. A more powerful internal combustion engine , larger upgraded brakes,
firmer suspension , larger wheels, and distinctive sheetmetal, styling clues and badging have
always been amongst the many upgrades the S4 receives over its mainstream and A4 siblings.
In markets where the even higher-performance Audi RS4 is not offered, the S4 is the
top-of-the-line trim of the A4 family. Like its regular A4 counterpart, all S4 variants have had
longitudinally oriented , front-mounted engines. A single turbocharged 2. The B6 and B7
versions shared a common 4. The B8 generation uses a supercharged 3. All versions of the S4
have their transmission mounted immediately at the rear of the engine in a longitudinal
orientation, in the form of a transaxle , and like all Audi "S" cars , are only available as standard
with Audi's quattro all-wheel drive AWD system, using a Torsen -based centre differential
system. A two-door four-seat Cabriolet convertible S4 variant was introduced as part of the B6
and B7 generation A4 lineups. The B8 Cabriolet has now been built off the A5 coupe body style
and the "S" variant is marketed under the Audi S5 nameplate. Factory production of the original
Audi S4 Typ 4A , usually known as Audi S4 , began in August to serve as the performance
version of the newly updated C4 platform four-door, five-seat saloon. It was designed to replace
the outgoing C3 based Audi quattro turbo, which had been Audi's first true sports-saloon and
had been discontinued at the end of Audi mildly updated the C4-based model line in and

dropped the nomenclature; all variants of the former Audi line were now re-badged as the Audi
A6. In line with the switch in model name, Audi temporarily discontinued the use of the S4 name
and began selling an updated but fundamentally identical version of the car, based on the "new"
A6 and badged as S6. Despite the change in name, differences between the outgoing S4 and
incoming S6 were primarily cosmetic. A more powerful, more expensive and more exclusive
variant known first as the S4 Plus and later as the S6 Plus was available from October through
to July An all-new C5 -based Audi A6 debuted for , after which the S4 and S6 became distinctly
separate models based on very different platforms. The C4 variant S4 ended factory production
after less than three years in July One of its most renowned owners was Ayrton Senna who
owned a silver Avant, [8] not least because he was the Audi distributor for Brazil. In standard
form, the powertrain detail of the C4-based S4 was available with only one engine, a single
turbocharged and intercooled version of Audi's 2. Both five- and six-speed manual
transmissions parts code prefix: 01E, identification codes: five-speed: CBD, CET, six-speed:
CBL, CMG were offered to European customers, but a five-speed manual was the only
transmission available in North America; a four-speed automatic transmission parts code
prefix: 01F, identification code: CBF was available as an option worldwide. All C4 S4s' came
equipped as standard with a conventional fixed-assistance rack and pinion power assisted
steering PAS system. An electronically controlled ' servotronic ' system, which varied the level
of assistance in accordance with the road speed, was available as an option. There were two
different types of high performance brake systems on offer for the C4 S4. A Bosch
three-channel operation four-channel sensing Anti-lock Braking System ABS with a mechanical
load sensing valve for the rear brakes was standard throughout production. For wheel options,
the standard five-arm "Fuchs" forged alloy wheels were 8. Several other tyre and wheel designs
were optionally available: a 7. The second generation S4 Type 8D , now correctly titled Audi S4
quattro debuted in , with factory production commencing October , [5] as part of the facelifted
B5 platform Audi A4 line-up, although it wasn't available in North America until late In addition
to the saloon sedan , an estate version wagon â€”the Audi S4 Avantâ€”was introduced into the
lineup from Production of the B5 S4 ceased in September , [5] although it was still sold together
with the next B6 platform generation through in North America. Examples produced July to end
of production are Model Year cars, the 10th digit of the VIN being the number "2". Several years
after it was sold new, the B5 S4 remains a potent enthusiast car, and as featured in the
December issue of Sport Compact Car magazine, a Torque Factory tuned S4 won a comparison
test against several other extreme performance cars. The powertrain details [5] of the B5 S4
feature a 2. Details of the powerplant include a cast iron cylinder block with two lightweight
aluminium alloy cylinder heads. The valvetrain includes 30 valves five valves per cylinder , [10]
[11] twin hybrid-driven timing belt and roller chain double overhead camshafts and variable
valve timing for the inlet valves. The intake air is pressurized by two parallel water-cooled
BorgWarner Kseries turbochargers; the charged air is cooled by two side-mounted air-to-air
intercoolers SMICs. It displaces 2, cubic centimetres As in the previous S4, a six-speed C90
manual transmission parts code prefix: 01E, identification code: DSY, gear ratios : 1st: 3. Final
drive parts code prefix: 01H, identification code: DQA ratio is 4. A five-speed ZF 5HP19 tiptronic
automatic transmission parts code prefixV became available for the first time as an option. The
B5 S4 is fitted with 4-wheel independent suspension. The front suspension is a multi-link design
with four individual control arms per wheel. The rear suspension is an unequal length double
wishbone design; the lower control arms are mounted to a subframe which also carries the
differential housing. Shock absorbers , coil springs , and anti-roll bars are fitted front and rear.
Two-piston Lucas HP2 brake calipers at the front with four pads per caliper , with Lucas
single-piston sliding brake calipers at the rear. Standard wheels [5] were Audi's die-cast
aluminium alloy six-arm 'Avus' 7. The last two colors were exclusive to the S4 model. Interior
leather was available in Onyx or Silver. Available options included:. The Sport Package replaced
the wood-grain belt line trim with silver aluminum trim, and the wood grain finish around the
shifter with black plastic. The Alcantara seat inserts were silver on Onyx leather. With the black,
white, or blue exteriors, the inserts were also available in blue Alcantara. On the early models,
the Alcantara inserts in the rear seats did not fully extend forward to the front edge of the seat.
Of note, one of the S4's, racing against true GT cars, even ran as high as second place in the
rain at Barber Motorsports Park. Despite having moved to an entirely new platform, one of the
S4's most publicised new features was its new engine - a 4. The B6 S4 saloon and Avant
variants ceased factory production in December , with the Cabriolet ending twelve months later
at December Replacing the 2. C, identification code: BBK , with chain-driven double overhead
camshafts , roller-finger rocker arm cam followers , and included variable inlet camshaft timing.
It also used a strengthened alloy crankshaft bedplate for the five main bearings , and a two-part
baffled oil sump, and a light-alloy variable intake manifold VIM , containing the fractionally

sequentially actuated fuel injectors. This petrol engine, based on the unit from the Audi A8 ,
displaces 4, cubic centimetres Ignition timing is a mapped direct ignition, with cylinder-selective
knock control with the aid of four knock sensors. The exhaust system includes
vacuum-operated valves in the twin rear silencers mufflers , finished with chrome plated
tail-pipes. Final drive parts code prefix: 01R, identification code: EXZ ratios are 3. The B6 S4
came equipped with electronically controlled, variable assisted ' servotronic ' rack and pinion
power assisted steering PAS as standard. B6 S4 brakes [5] consisted of radially ventilated disc
brakes front and rear. Standard wheels [5] were 'Avus-III die-cast aluminium alloy, 8. Discrete
lower door trims, along with the now trademark Audi 'S' model vertical-emphasis line grille, and
solid aluminium later replaced with plastic covered by aluminium exterior door mirrors , and S4
badging front and rear are all that visually distinguish the S4 from its related A4 brethren. In the
interior, front and rear Recaro seats fronts fully electric with the option of heated seats , as well
as S4 logos in the instrument panel and door sills complete the detail. Although Audi classifies
it as a new car, the differences between it and the outgoing B6 S4 casually appear to be
primarily cosmetic, and is still classified by the internal designation: Typ 8E although with
revised sub-designations - saloon: 8EC, Avant: 8ED, and Cabriolet: 8HE. The new trapezoidal
single-frame grille, Bi- Xenon high-intensity discharge lamp HID headlamps, L-shaped
tail-lamps, quad exhaust tail pipes, and discrete V8 badging below the side repeater indicators
help distinguish the B7 from the previous B6 model. In June , [5] Audi announced a limited
edition run of special edition S4 saloon cars, celebrating 25 years of quattro four wheel drive.
This exclusive model was called the Audi S4 25quattro. Available only in the United States, the
exterior has unique front and rear bumpers, a carbon fibre boot lip spoiler and lower front
splitter, a rear functional red tow hook, and a high gloss Phantom Black painted grille with the
"quattro" emblem. Black and grey contrasting interior leathers, along with "quattro" embossed
into the Recaro seats, together with a "1 of " exclusive quattro gear shift knob for the
manual-only gearbox define the interior changes and act as a subtle reminder of the exclusivity
that the limited numbers command. On the mechanical side, the S4 25quattro was the second
Audi, after the B7 RS4 to be fitted with the latest Torsen T-3 asymmetric ATB centre differential
for its quattro permanent four-wheel drive system. The final drive ratios are 3. From November ,
the latest generation of the 'Audi S4 quattro' [14] Typ 8K entered factory production. The
sport-performance two-door four-seat Cabriolet convertible mantle is now taken by the current
Audi S5 Cabriolet and new Coupe. Unlike previous generations of the S4, only the sedan will be
imported to the United States and Canada. The 3. The S4 now compares more closely with the
BMW i. Previously unavailable enthusiast driver aids are now optional, such as Audi's Sport
Rear Differential, active steering and adaptive damping suspension part of the Audi Drive Select
Package. The front axle was moved by 6. Combined with the Sport Rear Differential Audi was
able to greatly improve the weight balance and dynamics of the S4 over previous models. A new
designed wheel is included on the B8 S4, an 8. The S4 along with the other B8 models received
a facelift in early This included a revised front-end with new headlights and grille, an updated
interior, and upgraded MMI options. Mechanically, the facelift B8 known colloquially as the B8.
At the heart of the B8 S4 powertrain is an all-new, all aluminium-alloy 3. This petrol engine
displaces 2, cubic centimetres It is mounted on top of the engine, within the 'Vee', pumping air
directly into the inlet manifold, and incorporates two separate water-cooled intercoolers. This
new design of supercharger is said to reduce the noise, vibration, and harshness NVH of the
engine. The 'Audi quattro Sports differential' fitted in the rear axle final drive unit is available as
an option. With figures like these, the B8 S4 accelerates more quickly than its V8-engined
predecessors. The B8 S4's 3. Audi announced the B9 S4 in , with the official unveiling of the
European-spec model at the Frankfurt Motor Show. Noticeable changes to the B9 included a
modern, more angular exterior, newly designed wheels, and a new turbocharged V6 engine.
Unlike the pre-facelift B8 S4, the announced European-spec model is only available with an
eight-speed torque converter automatic ZF 8HP55a. Like other Audi models, the notable feature
in the new S4 is Virtual Cockpit which has Classic Layout and Sports Layout in displaying
speedometer and tachometer. The B9 S4 features standard inch 5 double-spoke wheels with
summer tires, or optional inch 5 V-spoke wheels. The B9's brakes use multi-piston calipers,
replacing the single-piston sliding calipers of earlier models. LED headlights are standard while
a flat-bottomed steering wheel, "S" embossed seats, and quad tailpipes differentiate the S4 from
the B9 A4. The current generation S4 is powered by a 3. In European markets, the facelifted B9
S4 - launched in - is now powered by a 3. For outside of European markets, however, it still
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GB. Small family car. A3 8L. A3 8P. S3 8L. S3 8P. S3 8V. A4 8D. A4 8E. A4 8K. A4 8W. Audi S2.
Mid-size luxury car. A6 4A. A6 4B. A6 4F. A6 4G. A6 4K. S6 4A. S6 4B. S6 4F. S6 4G. S6 4K.
Full-size luxury car. V8 4C. A8 4D. A8 4E. A8 4H. A8 4N. S8 4D. S8 4E. S8 4H. S8 4N. TT 8N. TT
8J. TT 8S. A5 8T. A5 8F. Cabriolet 8G. S5 8T. S5 8F. Full-size luxury fastback. A7 4G. A7 4K. S7
4G. S7 4K. RS3 Sportback 8P. RS3 Sportback 8V. RS2 Avant. RS4 8D. RS4 8K. RS4 8W. RS4 B9.
RS6 4B. RS6 4F. RS6 4G. RS6 4K. TT RS 8J. TT RS 8S. Quattro Ur-Quattro. RS5 8T. RS5 8F. RS7
4G. RS7 4K8. RS Q3 8U. RS Q3 F3. R8 R8 4S. Crossover utility vehicle. A4 allroad quattro 8K. A4
allroad quattro 8W. A6 allroad quattro 4F. A6 allroad quattro 4G. A6 allroad quattro 4K. Mini
SUV. Q2 GA. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Q5 8R. Q5 80A. Full-size SUV. Q7 4L. Q7 4M. Sport
Quattro. Compact car. S4 8W. Mid-size car. Full-size car. TT Roadster 8N. TT Roadster 8J. TT
Roadster 8S. RS6 5G. A4 allroad 8W. A6 allroad. Q3 8U. Q3 F3. Q5 FY.

